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1 Introduction
Data recorded by tracking detectors are used to reconstruct the trajectories of charged particles and
determine their momenta. The location of particle interactions with the material of the detector can
be identified by reconstructing interaction vertices. Obtaining an accurate description of this mate-
rial is essential to understand the performance of the detector. For the ATLAS detector [1], nuclear
interactions of primary particles with the material are the largest source of secondary particles;1
hence the uncertainty in the track reconstruction efficiency is directly coupled to the accuracy of
knowing the amount and type of material [2, 3]. For electromagnetic calorimeters, the knowledge
of the material situated between the collision point and the calorimeter is essential to calibrate the
energy of reconstructed electrons, unconverted and converted photons [4]. The precision of track
reconstruction parameters is also sensitive to the amount of material of the tracking detector. The
precise knowledge of it is important for the performance of the reconstruction of the high-level
objects based on track reconstruction like identification of b-hadrons (b-tagging). Furthermore,
searches for new physics performed by reconstructing the decay vertex of long-lived particles
require a precise description of the material to define fiducial decay volumes with minimal back-
ground [5]. The accuracy of the description of the material structure is thus an essential foundation
for physics analysis with the ATLAS detector. In fact, it plays a central role together with other key
ingredients required for particle reconstruction, e.g. the magnetic field description, understanding of
the processes occurring inside semiconductor sensors or gases, and the alignment of the components.
The description of the material including the geometrical layout and atomic composition,
hereafter referred to as the geometry model, is based on engineering design drawings of the detector,
together with supporting measurements of the masses, dimensions and compositions of detector
components. During construction of the ATLAS inner detector (ID) [1], detailed measurements of
the mass of detector components were undertaken, and the corresponding masses in the geometry
model were adapted to agree with the measurement as accurately as possible [1]. The amount of
material in the Run 12 as-built ID [1] is generally known to an accuracy of about 4–5%. However,
obtaining a satisfactory geometry model is challenging because of the complexity of the detector
design and the need to thoroughly validate the description.
Several in situ methods using collision data have been developed to estimate the amount of
material within the tracking detectors of high-energy physics experiments [2, 6, 7]. Reconstructing
1In this paper, primary particles refer to particles which are promptly produced in the pp collision, while secondary
particles refer to those which are produced in the decays of primary particles or through their interaction with material.
2Run 1 refers to the period of data-taking in 2008–2012, while Run 2 refers to the period since 2015.
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photon conversion vertices is a traditional method to measure the material of tracking detectors [8],
taking advantage of precise theoretical understanding of electromagnetic interaction processes. The
reconstruction of hadronic interaction vertices instead of photon conversions is a complementary
approach [9, 10]— it is sensitive to the material through nuclear interactions, and offers much better
resolution in the radial position of the vertex compared to the case of photon conversion. However,
the description of hadronic interactions is complex and only phenomenologically modelled in the
simulation. Another complementary approach which is applicable to the all tracking acceptance is
to measure the nuclear interaction rate of charged hadrons through hadronic interactions, referred
to as the track-extension efficiency method. The precision of each measurement varies depending
on the detector region. All of these approaches are used together to measure a large part of the
inner detector’s volume and cross-check individual measurements. Using the hadronic interaction
approach, ATLAS has performed measurements of the inner detector’s material in Run 1 of the
LHC [9, 10]. Themeasurements were performed by comparing observables sensitive to the material
in data and Monte Carlo (MC) simulation.
The ATLAS inner detector system is immersed in a 2 T axial magnetic field, and provides
measurements for charged-particle trajectory reconstruction with full coverage in φ in the range
|η | < 2.5.3 It consists of a silicon pixel detector (pixel), a silicon micro-strip detector (SCT) and a
transition-radiation straw-tube tracker (TRT). During the LHC shutdown period in 2013–2014, be-
tween Run 1 and Run 2, the inner detector was upgraded with the installation of a new pixel-detector
layer together with a new, thinner beam pipe, referred to as the insertable B-layer (IBL) [11]. In
addition, the pixel detector was extracted and renovated. This involved replacement of pixel service
panels (cables, cooling pipes and support structures) located in the forward η region of the pixel de-
tector. These changesmotivated thematerial re-evaluation and creation of a new IDgeometrymodel.
The characteristics of amaterial in terms of interactionwith high-energy particles are quantified
by the radiation length, X0, and nuclear interaction length, λI . In this paper, the unit of mm is
used to quantify these properties.4 The radiation length X0 is the mean path length over which a
high-energy (E  2me) electron loses all but 1/e of its energy due to bremsstrahlung. Similarly,
λI is the mean path length to reduce the flux of relativistic primary hadrons to a fraction 1/e. The
amount of material associated with electromagnetic interactions along a particular trajectory C is
represented by a dimensionless number N [C]X0 , frequently referred to as the number of radiation
lengths in the literature.5 This is calculated as a line integral:
N [C]X0 =
∫
C
ds
1
X0(s) ,
where X0(s) is the local radiation length of the material at the position s along the trajectory
C. Similarly, the amount of material associated with nuclear interactions is represented by a
3ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in the centre of the
detector and the z-axis along the beam pipe. The x-axis points from the IP to the centre of the LHC ring, and the y-axis
points upwards. Cylindrical coordinates (r, φ) are used in the transverse plane, φ being the azimuthal angle around the
z-axis. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar angle θ as η = − ln tan(θ/2). Angular distance is measured in
units of ∆R ≡
√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2.
4There is another common convention of using g/cm2 in the literature [12].
5The bracket “[C]” indicates that the value is defined with respect to the trajectory C, but this can be omitted if the
specified trajectory is clear.
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dimensionless number denoted by N [C]λI :
N [C]λI =
∫
C
ds
1
λI (s) .
This paper presents studies of theATLASRun 2 IDmaterial using hadronic interactions, photon
conversions and the track-extension efficiency measurement. An additional study of the transverse
impact parameter resolution of tracks is also presented. The paper is organised as follows. Section 2
provides an overview of the ATLAS detector and further details of the inner detector. Data and
MC simulation samples together with the various geometry model versions used in this paper are
introduced in section 3. The methodology of the measurements presented in this paper is described
in section 4. Event reconstruction and data selection are presented in section 5. A qualitative
overview of the comparison of data to MC simulation is discussed in section 6. Analysis methods
and systematic uncertainties of each of the individual measurements are described in section 7. The
results of the measurements are presented and discussed in section 8. Finally, conclusions of this
work are presented in section 9.
2 ATLAS detector
The ATLAS detector at the LHC [1] covers nearly the entire solid angle around the collision point.
It consists of an inner detector (ID) surrounded by a thin superconducting solenoid, electromagnetic
and hadronic calorimeters and a muon spectrometer incorporating three large superconducting
toroidal magnet systems. Only the inner detector and trigger system are used for the measurements
presented in this paper.
The pixel detector (including the IBL) spans the radial region (measured from the interaction
point) of 33–150 mm, while the SCT and TRT detectors span the radial regions 299–560 mm and
563–1066 mm, respectively. The ID is designed such that its material content has a minimal effect
on the particles traversing its volume. Figure 1 shows the layout of the ID in Run 2.
The innermost pixel layer, the IBL, consists of 14 staves which cover the region |η | < 3.03with
over 12 million silicon pixels with a typical size of 50 µm (r-φ)×250 µm (z) each [11]. The addition
of the IBL improves the track reconstruction performance; for example, both the transverse and lon-
gitudinal impact parameter resolution improve bymore than 40% in the best case of trackswith trans-
verse momentum (pT) around 0.5 GeV [13]. Here, the transverse impact parameter, d0, is defined
as the shortest distance between a track and the beam line in the transverse plane. The longitudinal
impact parameter, z0, is defined as the distance in z between the primary vertex and the point on the
track used to evaluate d0. The average amount of material introduced by the IBL staves corresponds
to approximately NX0 = 1.5%, for particles produced perpendicular to the beam line, originating
from r = 0. The IBL staves are placed between the inner positioning tube (IPT) at r = 29.0 mm and
the inner support tube (IST) at r = 42.5 mm. The IPT and IST are made from carbon fibre and resin.
The thickness of the IPT varies from 0.325mm at |z | < 311mm, to 0.455mm at the outermost edge.
To minimise the distance of the IBL from the beam line, a new, thinner beam pipe was installed.
The new beam pipe mainly consists of a 0.8-mm-thick beryllium pipe with an inner radius of 23.5
mm and an outer radius ranging from 24.3 mm (|z | < 30mm) to 28.2 mm (|z | > 311mm), wrapped
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Figure 1. The r-z cross-section view of the layout of a quadrant of the ATLAS inner detector for Run 2.
The top panel shows the whole inner detector, whereas the bottom-left panel shows a magnified view of the
pixel detector region. Compared to Run 1, the IBL (shown in red in the bottom-left panel) and its services,
together with the new beam pipe, were added.
with polyimide tapes and aerogel thermal insulators. There is no thermal insulator in the central
part of the new beam pipe at |z | < 311 mm, in order to reduce material thickness. The material
composition of the new beam pipe was measured using X-rays as well as by mass measurements to
a precision of 1% before installation.
The pre-existing pixel detector consists of three barrel layers (referred to as PIX1, PIX2, PIX3
from inner to outer) and two end-caps with three disks each. It hosts 1744 pixel-sensor modules,
and each module contains 46 080 pixels with a typical size of 50 µm (r-φ) × 400 µm (z) each. The
detector contains over 80 million pixels in total. The radii of the three barrel layers are 50.5 mm,
88.5 mm and 122.5 mm, respectively. The barrel and end-cap layers of the pixel detector are
supported by an octagonal prism structure referred to as the pixel support frame (PSF) with a radius
of r ' 200 mm. It is inserted inside the pixel support tube (PST), which has a radius of 229 mm.
During the LHC shutdown period in 2013–2014, the optical-electrical signal conversion boards,
which were previously placed on the old service panels at (r, z) ' (174, 1070) mm, were moved
to a region referred to as the ID end-plate located outside the ID acceptance and in front of the
end-cap calorimeters. This change reduced the amount of material within the pixel service panels.
The SCT consists of 4088 silicon micro-strip modules, arranged in four barrel layers (referred
to as SCT1, SCT2, SCT3, SCT4 from inner to outer) and two end-caps with nine wheels each. Each
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module is composed of two layers of silicon micro-strip detector sensors glued back to back with a
relative stereo angle of 40mrad. The SCT barrel layers are enclosed by the inner and outer thermal
enclosures, referred to as the SCT-ITE and SCT-OTE respectively, which are located at r ' 255 mm
and r ' 550 mm. The TRT is the outermost of the ID sub-detectors and consists of more than
350 000 gas-filled straw tubes. The structures of the SCT and TRT are unchanged since Run 1.
TheATLAS trigger system consists of a level-1 hardware stage and a high-level trigger software
stage [14]. The level-1 decision used in the measurements presented in this paper are provided by
the minimum-bias trigger scintillators (MBTS), which were replaced between Run 1 and Run 2.
The MBTS are mounted at each end of the detector in front of the liquid-argon end-cap calorimeter
cryostats at z = ±3.56m and segmented into two rings in pseudorapidity (2.07 < |η | < 2.76 and
2.76 < |η | < 3.86). The inner ring is segmented into eight azimuthal sectors while the outer ring
is segmented into four azimuthal sectors, giving a total of twelve sectors per side.
3 Data and simulation samples
3.1 Data sample
The pp collision data sample used to perform themeasurements described in this paperwas collected
in June 2015 at a centre-of-mass energy of
√
s = 13 TeV by the ATLAS detector at the LHC. During
this running period, the LHC was operating in a special configuration with a low instantaneous
luminosity. The average number of collisions per bunch crossing was approximately 0.005. The
data were collected with triggers which required one or more counters above threshold on either
side of the MBTS detectors. Events are retained for analysis if they were collected under stable
LHC beam conditions and the detector components were operating normally. Approximately 130
million events passing the trigger condition are used in this study, corresponding to an integrated
luminosity of around 2.0 nb−1.
3.2 Monte Carlo simulation
The Pythia 8 [15] (version 8.185), and Epos [16] (version LHCv3400) MC event generators
are used to simulate minimum-bias inelastic pp collisions. The Pythia 8 model of inclusive pp
interactions splits the total inelastic cross-section into non-diffractive (ND) processes, dominated
by t-channel gluon exchange, and diffractive processes involving a colour-singlet exchange. TheA2
set of tuned parameters for Pythia 8 [17] was used in conjunction with the MSTW2008lo parton
distribution functions [18]. These samples were produced for the ND component, since there
is little contribution from the diffractive components after full selection. Epos models inclusive
pp interactions with a parton-based Gribov-Regge [19] theory, which is an effective field theory
inspired by quantum chromodynamics describing hard and soft scattering simultaneously. The
LHC set of tuned parameters [20] of the Epos MC event generator was used. Both Pythia 8 and
Epos, tuned and set up as described above, are found to provide reasonable descriptions of the
charged-particle multiplicity distributions measured in pp collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV [21].
The modelling of the interactions of particles with material in the Geant4 simulation [22], is
referred to as a physics list. The analysis presented in this paper uses the FTFP_BERT physics list.
For hadronic interactions, this model employs the Fritiof model [23, 24] for particles of kinetic
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energy larger than 4 GeV, and the Bertini-style cascade for hadrons below 5 GeV [25]. In the
energy region where these two models overlap, one model is randomly selected to simulate a given
interaction, with a probability weight which changes linearly as a function of kinetic energy.
3.3 Simulated descriptions of the inner detector
Simulated pp collision events generated by Pythia 8 and Epos were processed through the ATLAS
detector simulation [26], based on Geant4, and are reconstructed by the same software as used to
process the data. The ATLAS detector is described within Geant4 by a collection of geometry
models, each describing the sub-detectors that constitute the full detector. The geometry model for
the inner detector describes both the active elements of the detectors (e.g. the silicon pixel sensors)
and the passive material (e.g. support structures and cables). The measurements presented in this
paper make use of several alternative ID geometry models, summarised below:
Original — This ID geometry model represents the nominal geometry model used to generate
MC simulation samples produced in 2015. The studies presented in this paper identified a
number of missing components in the simulated description of the IBL.
Updated—Amodified version of the original geometrymodel which was created for this study. In
this model, several additional components are added to the simulated description of the IBL
reflecting the observations which are described in section 6. These additional components
include flex buses and a number of surface-mounted devices on the front-end of the modules.
Small modifications to the positioning of each IBL stave and the material densities of the IBL
support structures were also made.
Figures 2 and 3 show respectively the radial and z-distributions of the number of radiation
lengths for both the original and updated geometry models. For the updated geometry, figure 4
shows the distribution of the number of radiation lengths in the r-z view, and figure 5 shows NλI as
a function of η.
Based on the original and updated geometry models, collections of distorted geometry models
were created, in which the density of a variety of components is artificially scaled by a known
amount. Furthermore, three modified geometry models were created in which a ring of passive
material was added to the original geometry model. The rings were positioned at different r-z
coordinates and orientations in the region between the pixel and SCT detectors. This was done in
order to test the sensitivity of the track-extension efficiency method to the material location. These
distorted models are used to calibrate the material measurement methods and assess the systematic
uncertainties associated with the measurements. Table 1 summarises the collection of MC samples
used in this paper. Pythia 8 is used as the nominal event generator for all of the studies except for
the hadronic interaction study, which uses Epos as the nominal event generator since it is found to
provide a better description of events with decays in flight than Pythia 8.
4 Overview of analysis methods
In this paper, the data are compared to the MC simulations which use the ATLAS Run 2 geometry
models for various observables. In this section, the methods are described. Further details of the
analysis techniques are provided in section 7.
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Table 1. List of MC samples used in the analyses, with the base geometry model, presence of an additional
distortion, the event generator used and the number of generated events.
Base geometry Distortion Event generator Number of generated events
updated
nominal Pythia 8 (A2) ND 2 × 107
nominal Epos (LHC) 2 × 107
IBL +10% Pythia 8 (A2) ND 2 × 107
IBL −10% Pythia 8 (A2) ND 2 × 107
IST +10% Pythia 8 (A2) ND 2 × 107
IST −10% Pythia 8 (A2) ND 2 × 107
original
nominal Pythia 8 (A2) ND 2 × 107
nominal Epos (LHC) 2 × 107
pixel service +50% Pythia 8 (A2) ND 5 × 106
pixel service +50% Epos (LHC) 5 × 106
ring layout 1 Pythia 8 (A2) ND 5 × 106
ring layout 2 Pythia 8 (A2) ND 5 × 106
ring layout 3 Pythia 8 (A2) ND 5 × 106
4.1 Reconstruction of hadronic interaction and photon conversion vertices
The hadronic interaction and photon conversion analyses aim to identify and reconstruct the in-
teraction vertices of hadronic interactions and photon conversions to probe the accuracy of the ID
material content within the detector simulation. Vertices corresponding to pp interaction positions
are referred to as primary vertices, while other vertices corresponding to in-flight decays, photon
conversions and hadronic interactions are collectively referred to as secondary vertices. In this pa-
per, only secondary vertices with a distance from the beam line of more than 10 mm are considered.
The properties of hadronic-interaction and photon-conversion candidates are compared between the
data and the MC simulation.
Photon conversions are well-understood electromagnetic processes which exhibit a high recon-
struction purity. The vertex radial position resolution is around 2 mm, limited by the collinearity
of the electron-positron pair. In contrast, hadronic interactions are complex phenomena which are
difficult to model in simulation. Their reconstruction suffers from backgrounds associated with
hadron decays and combinatoric fake vertices. However, the radial position resolution is far better
than for photon conversions. Resolutions of O(0.1)mm can be achieved due to large opening angles
between the daughter particles. This facilitates a detailed radiography of the material, including
minute components, e.g. the capacitors mounted on the surfaces of the pixel modules, allowing
their location to be determined precisely.
Qualitative comparisons of the distributions of reconstructed photon conversion and hadronic
interaction vertices in data and simulation samples can identify absent or inaccurately positioned
components within the ID geometry model. Such comparisons are effectively able to probe the
central barrel region of |z | < 400 mm in the radial range from the beam pipe up to the first layer
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Figure 2. The differential number of radiation lengths as a function of the radius, ∆NX0/∆r , averaged over
|z | < 300 mm (a) for r < 600 mm and (b) for 20 mm < r < 75 mm for the original geometry and the updated
geometry. The simulated material is sampled for each z-position along a straight radial path (perpendicular
to the beam line).
of the SCT at r ' 300 mm, and are suitable for probing the barrel structures including the IBL and
the new beam pipe. Further details can be found in section 7.
4.2 Track-extension efficiency
In an attempt to have as few particle interactions with material as possible, most of the pixel
services, which reside between the pixel and SCT detectors, are located together in the forward
region (approximately 1.0 < |η | < 2.5). This region of the inner detector is more challenging to
model within the simulation than the central barrel region, due to the complexity of the structure
and the amount of material, as shown in figures 4 and 5.
The pixel service region is also expected to exhibit a relatively high rate of hadronic interactions
due to the high density of material and the longer path length of the trajectories of hadrons produced
at high pseudorapidity. If a charged hadron undergoes a hadronic interaction while traversing the
region between the pixel and SCT detectors, it will typically only leave signals in the pixel detector.
A track associated with the particle’s trajectory can be reconstructed from pixel detector hits alone
(referred to as a tracklet hereafter) or from hits in all ID sub-detectors (referred to as a combined track
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Figure 3. Number of radiation lengths as a function of the z-coordinate for different radial sections for the
original geometry and the updated geometry.
hereafter). Hits in the SCT and TRT detectors associated with the secondary particles produced in
the hadronic interaction are unlikely to be associated to the tracklet. The rate of hadronic interactions
can be related to the so-called track-extension efficiency, denoted by Eext and defined as:
Eext ≡
nmatchedtracklet
ntracklet
,
where ntracklet is the number of tracklets satisfying a given set of selection criteria and nmatchedtracklet is the
number of those tracklets that are matched to a combined track. The efficiency Eext is related to the
amount of material crossed by a particle and is therefore dependent on the kinematics and origin
of the particle. For particles with sufficiently high pT , when averaging over φ and restricting the
z-position of the primary vertex (zvtx) to a sufficiently narrow range, the particle trajectory C can
be approximately described as a function of η alone.
4.3 Track impact parameter resolution
The resolution of the track transverse impact parameter d0, denoted σd0 , depends on the track
momentum. The resolution in the high-pT limit is largely determined by the intrinsic position
resolution of detector sensors and the accuracy of the alignment of each detector component. At
sufficiently low pT, the effects of multiple scattering dominate the resolution. At low pT, σd0 is
sensitive to the amount of the material in the ID, particularly that closest to the collision point.
By measuring σd0 , it is possible to cross-check the accuracy of the geometry model using an
independent observable which does not rely on vertex reconstruction and is insensitive to radial
positions. Since this method is used as a cross-check of the validity of the vertex-based methods,
results are presented without a full assessment of systematic uncertainties.
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Figure 4. The r-z distribution of the differential number of radiation lengths, ∆NX0/∆r , for the updated
geometry model of a quadrant of the inner detector barrel region of the pixel detector and the SCT. The
simulatedmaterial is sampled for each z-position along a straight radial path (perpendicular to the beam line).
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Figure 5. The amount of material associated with nuclear interactions, NλI =
∫
ds λ−1I , averaged over φ, as
a function of η in the positive η range integrated up to r = 250 mm for the updated geometry model. The
simulated material is sampled from z = 0 along a straight path with fixed φ. The material within the inner
detector is shown separately for the regions r < 27 mm, 27 mm < r < 45 mm, 45 mm < r < 150 mm and
150 mm < r < 250 mm, corresponding approximately to the beam pipe, IBL, pixel barrel and pixel service
region, respectively. The statistical uncertainty in each bin is negligible.
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5 Reconstruction and data selection
5.1 Track reconstruction
Charged-particle tracks are reconstructed with a special configuration (for low-luminosity running)
of the ATLAS track reconstruction algorithm [27] optimised for Run 2 [28] down to pT of 100MeV.
The inside-out tracking refers to the track reconstruction algorithm seeded from pixel and SCT hits
and extended to the TRT. In this algorithm, candidates are rejected from the set of reconstructed
tracks if the absolute value of the transverse (longitudinal) impact parameter, d0 (z0) is greater
than 10 mm (250 mm). Tracks originating from in-flight decay vertices (e.g. K0S decays) inside the
inner detector’s volume or from photon conversions may not have a sufficient number of pixel and
SCT hits to satisfy the inside-out track finding. A second tracking algorithm, referred to as the
outside-in approach, complements this by finding track seeds in the TRT and extending them back to
match hits in the pixels and SCT which are not already associated with tracks reconstructed with the
inside-out approach. No d0 and z0 requirements are applied for the outside-in tracking. Tracklets are
reconstructed using the inside-out approach down to pT of 50MeV. Not all tracks reconstructed in
the ID correspond directly to a charged particle traversing the detector. Coincidental arrangements
of unrelated hits can give rise to so-called fake tracks. Fake tracks (and similarly fake tracklets)
are identified in the MC simulation as those with a small fraction of hits originating from a single
simulated charged particle [29].
5.2 Vertex reconstruction
The primary vertices, i.e. positions of the inelastic proton-proton interactions, are reconstructed by
the iterative vertex finding algorithm [30]. At least two charged-particle tracks with pT greater than
100 MeV are required to form a primary vertex. The hard-scatter primary vertex is defined as the
primary vertex with the highest sum of the p 2T of the associated tracks. Other primary vertices are
referred to as pile-up vertices.
Secondary vertices are reconstructed by the inclusive secondary-vertex finding algorithm,
which is designed to find vertices from a predefined set of input tracks within an event [9].
The configuration of the secondary-vertex reconstruction differs between the hadronic-
interaction and photon-conversion analyses, reflecting the different topologies associated with the
interactions. These differences are summarised in table 2. For hadronic interactions, tracks are
required to have at least one SCT hit, |d0 | > 5 mm, a track-fitting χ2 divided by the number of
degrees of freedom (Ndof) less than 5, and satisfy certain quality criteria. The requirement on d0
is imposed in order to efficiently reject combinatorial fake vertices. The fitted vertex must have a
vertex-fitting χ2/Ndof of less than 10. In addition, a geometrical compatibility criterion is applied.
The tracks associated with the reconstructed vertex are required to have no hits in any detector layer
inside the vertex radius, defined as the distance of the vertex in the x-y plane from the origin of the
ATLAS coordinate system, and are required to have hits in the closest outer layer beyond the vertex
radius.
The reconstruction of photon conversion vertices begins with the identification of pairs of
charged-particle tracks, as described in ref. [31]. Collinear track pairs with oppositely signed
charges compatible with the photon conversion topology, including the requirement on theminimum
distance of approach between the two track helices, and the distance between the first hits on the
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two tracks, are selected. The vertices of the track pairs are fitted while constraining the opening
angle between the two tracks (in both the transverse and longitudinal planes) at the vertex to be
zero. Finally, only vertices built from two tracks, both of which are associated with silicon detector
hits, are retained for further analysis.
In MC simulation, the truth matching of the secondary vertices is defined as follows, using
“truth” information from the generator-level event record. If the vertex has any fake tracks, it is clas-
sified as a fake vertex. If all of the truth particles linked from the reconstructed tracks originate from
a single truth vertex, the reconstructed vertex is classified as truth-matched. Otherwise the vertex is
classified as fake. In the case of a truth-matched vertex, it is further classified into in-flight decay,
photon conversion or inelastic vertex. A truth vertex is labelled as a photon conversion if the truth
particle identifier of the parent particle of the vertex is a photon. A truth vertex is labelled as an in-
flight decay if the difference between the energy sum of outgoing truth particles and incoming parti-
cle is less than 100MeV. If the incoming particle is a hadron and it is not labelled as an in-flight decay,
then such a truth vertex is considered to be an inelastic interaction, i.e. a hadronic interaction vertex.
5.3 Data selection
5.3.1 Hadronic interactions
Events are required to have exactly one primary vertex which has at least five tracks with
pT > 400 MeV and |η | < 2.5 which satisfy the quality selection referred to as the loose-primary
condition [29]. The track selection criteria are summarised in table 2. Primary vertices are required
to be contained in the approximately ±3σ range of the distribution of pp interactions in z, namely
−160 mm < z < 120 mm. The centroid of the luminous region is near z = −20 mm. Events which
have pile-up vertices are rejected. Secondary vertices are required to satisfy |η | < 2.4 where the
pseudorapidity is measured with respect to the primary vertex, |z | < 400 mm and r > 20 mm. In
addition, the number of tracks associated with each secondary vertex is required to be exactly two
so that the reconstruction efficiency can be compared to that of K0S → pi+pi− decays, as is discussed
in section 7.1.1. This keeps approximately 90% of the hadronic interaction vertex candidates.
To reject K0S , Λ decays and photon conversion vertices, the following requirements are applied
for vertices whose associated tracks have oppositely signed charges:
• K0S → pi+pi− veto: it is required that |msv(pipi) − mK0S | > 50 MeV, where msv(pipi) is the so-
called secondary-vertex invariant mass, calculated using the track parameters at the vertex.
The msv(pipi) value is calculated assuming pion masses for both tracks, and mK0S is the mass
of K0S (497.61MeV).
• Λ → ppi veto: it is required that |msv(ppi) − mΛ | > 15 MeV, where msv(ppi) is calculated
assuming that the particle with larger pT is a proton or antiproton, and the other particle is
assumed to be a pion, and mΛ is the mass of Λ (1115.68MeV).
• Photon conversion veto: the msv(ee) > 100 MeV requirement is applied, where msv(ee) is
calculated assuming electron masses for both tracks.
To reject combinatorial fake backgrounds, each track in the secondary vertex fit is required to
satisfy pT > 300MeV, and vertex χ2/Ndof must be less than 4.5. The secondary vertices satisfying
all the above criteria are hereafter referred to as hadronic interaction candidates.
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5.3.2 Photon conversions
Events are required to contain exactly one primary vertex, reconstructed within −160 mm < z <
120 mm, with at least 15 associated tracks. Events which contain any additional pile-up vertices
are rejected. Conversion vertex candidates reconstructed as described in section 5.2 are required to
satisfy a number of quality criteria to reduce combinatorial backgrounds, as summarised in table 2.
Conversion vertex candidates satisfying the following requirements are retained for further analysis:
• The reconstructed conversion vertex satisfies χ2/Ndof < 1 and r > 10mm.
• Each of the tracks constituting the vertex must have pT > 250MeV and at least four SCT hits.
• The pseudorapidity of the converted photon candidate (calculated from the total momentum
of the two tracks) must satisfy |ηγ | < 1.5.
• The transverse momentum of the candidate converted photon must satisfy pγT > 1 GeV.
• The absolute value of the impact parameter of the back-extrapolated photon trajectory with
respect to the primary vertex must be less than 15mm in the longitudinal plane and 4.5mm
in the transverse plane.
Conversion vertex candidates which satisfy these requirements are referred to hereafter as
photon conversion candidates. The region |ηγ | < 1.5 offers improved vertex position resolution
in the radial direction (compared to the case of |ηγ | < 2.5). Furthermore, the simulated material
between the pixel detector and SCT within |ηγ | < 1.5 (i.e. downstream of the radial region under
study) is known to agree well with data, ensuring that the reconstruction efficiency of e+e− tracks
is well described in the simulation. In simulated events, photon conversion candidates with a
truth matched vertex are classified as true conversions while all other candidates are classified
as background. The purity of photon conversion candidates is defined as the fraction of true
conversions. The purity for vertices reconstructed within 22 mm < r < 35mm (the beam-pipe
region) is around 80%, which improves to over 95% for r > 35mm.
5.3.3 Track-extension efficiency
Tracklets are required to have at least four pixel hits, and to satisfy pT > 500 MeV and |η | < 2.5.
The requirement on the number of pixel hits is imposed to suppress the contribution from fake
tracklets, and the pT requirement to suppress the contamination from non-primary charged particles
and weakly decaying hadrons. In order to reduce the variation in track trajectories associated with
a single value of η arising from the variation of zvtx, a requirement of |zvtx | < 10 mm is imposed.
To further reject non-primary charged particles, the transverse and longitudinal impact parameters
of tracklets are required to satisfy |d0 | < 2 mm and |z0 sin θ | < 2 mm. After applying these
requirements, the fraction of non-primary charged particles in the tracklet sample is approximately
3%. A summary of the tracklet selection is given in table 2. Combined tracks are required to have
at least four SCT hits. A tracklet is classified as matched if the tracklet and a selected combined
track share at least one common pixel hit.
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Table 2. Summary of selection criteria for different methods of hadronic interaction vertex reconstruction,
photon conversion vertex reconstruction, track-extension efficiency and transverse impact parameter studies.
Notation:
NSi: number of hits on the track within the pixel and SCT layers;
Npix: number of hits on the track within the pixel layers;
NSCT: number of hits on the track within the SCT layers;
NshSi : number of hits on the track within the pixel and SCT layers that are shared with other tracks;
NholeSi : number of sensors crossed by the track within the pixel and SCT detectors where expected hits are missing.
Nholepix : number of sensors crossed by the track within the pixel detector where expected hits are missing.
Hadronic Interactions
Requirements applied to tracks associated with primary vertices: the loose-primary requirement
pT > 400MeV and |η | < 2.5;
NSi ≥ 7; NshSi ≤ 1; NholeSi ≤ 2; Nholepix ≤ 1; either (NSi ≥ 7 and NshSi = 0) or NSi ≥ 10.
Requirement on primary vertices
at least five tracks satisfying the loose-primary selection criteria are associated with the primary vertex;
pile-up veto.
Acceptance
|d0 | > 5 mm and at least one SCT hit, χ2/Ndof < 5.0 for tracks associated with secondary vertices;
hit pattern recognition for combinatorial fake rejection: see section 5.2 for details;
primary vertex position −160 mm < zpv < 120 mm;
secondary vertex |η | < 2.4, |z | < 400 mm and r > 20 mm;
number of tracks associated with the secondary vertex is two.
In-flight decay veto
K0S veto: |msv(pipi) − mK0S | > 50MeV;
photon conversion veto: msv(ee) > 100MeV;
Λ veto: |msv(ppi) − mΛ | > 15MeV.
Fake rejection
tracks associated with secondary vertex: pT > 300MeV;
secondary vertex χ2/Ndof < 4.5.
Photon Conversions
Requirement on primary vertices
at least 15 tracks are associated with the primary vertex;
pile-up veto.
Acceptance
primary vertex position −160 mm < zpv < 120 mm;
tracks associated with secondary vertex: pT > 250MeV and NSCT ≥ 4;
conversion pγT > 1 GeV and |ηγ | < 1.5.
Quality selection criteria
conversion vertex χ2/Ndof < 1.0;
the photon trajectory must point back to the primary vertex to within 15 mm in the longitudinal plane and
within 4.5 mm
in the transverse plane.
Track-Extension Efficiency
Tracklet reconstruction Requirement on tracklets
Nholepix ≤ 1; pT > 500MeV and |η | < 2.5;
at least three non-shared hits; |zvtx | < 10 mm;
pT > 50MeV. at least four pixel hits: Npix ≥ 4;
Requirement on primary vertices |d0 | < 2 mm and |z0 sin θ | < 2 mm.
pile-up veto. Requirement on combined tracks
pT > 100MeV and NSCT ≥ 4;
at least one shared hit with the matched tracklet.
Transverse Impact Parameter Resolution
Requirement on tracks: the loose requirement
pT > 400MeV and |η | < 0.5;
NSi ≥ 7; NshSi ≤ 1; NholeSi ≤ 2; Nholepix ≤ 1.
Requirement on primary vertices
at least 10 tracks associated with the primary vertex;
pile-up veto.
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5.3.4 Transverse impact parameter resolution
Events are required to have a primary vertex with at least 10 tracks. Events with pile-up vertices
are rejected. Only tracks within the range 0.4 GeV < pT < 10 GeV and |η | < 0.5 which satisfy the
loose criteria (see table 2) are used in the analysis.
6 Characterisation of material in data and MC simulation
This section reviews the qualitative aspects of the comparison between data and simulation. The
distributions of hadronic interaction vertices are shown in figures 6 to 10 while the distributions
for photon conversion vertices are shown in figure 11. The track-extension efficiency is shown as a
function of both tracklet pT and η in figure 12.
Reconstruction of hadronic interaction vertices enables a detailed visual inspection of the
material distribution due to its superb position resolution. Figure 6 shows the distribution of
vertices for hadronic interaction candidates in the x-y plane for the data and the Pythia 8 MC
simulation for the updated simulation. The qualitative features of the two distributions indicate that
the geometry model description is generally accurate.
6.1 Radial and pseudorapidity regions
For the hadronic interaction and photon conversion analyses, the measurable ID volumes are divided
into several groups by radii, which are referred to hereafter as radial regions. Table 3 lists the radial
regions. The boundaries are chosen to classify distinct barrel layers of the ID. Two regions, referred
to as Gap1 (between PIX2 and PIX3) and Gap2 (between PIX3 and PSF), are also introduced as
the regions with low purity of hadronic interactions in order to control the background yield of
hadronic interaction signals. The gap regions and the other regions overlap so that the number of
vertices in the gap regions is increased while also significantly reducing the number of hadronic
interactions. For the photon conversion analysis, the regions of IPT, IBL and IST are combined
into one region and denoted by “IBL” since the method does not have good enough resolution to
differentiate between these components. For the track-extension efficiency study, the η-range is
binned with a bin width of 0.1 for 1.5 < |η | < 2.5.
6.2 Radial position offset
In data, the axis of each cylindrical layer of the beam pipe, IBL, pixel barrel layers and other
support tubes has an offset perpendicular to the z-axis from the origin of the ATLAS coordinate
system due to the placement precision. Figure 7a shows the sinusoidal profile of the average radial
position of the beam-pipe material as a function of φ. Similar offsets were observed in a previous
analysis [9, 10]. The offset of each layer is estimated by fitting a sinusoidal curve to the r-φ profile.
The obtained size of the offset varies by layers within the range of around 0.3 mm to 1.2 mm. The
radial distribution of hadronic interaction candidates is compared to the MC simulation in figure 7b
both with and without the application of the radial position corrections.
6.3 Beam pipe
The acceptance of the hadronic interaction reconstruction is such that interactions within the beam
pipe are only reconstructed within the range |z | < 250 mm, as shown in figure 8. The description
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6. Distribution of hadronic-interaction vertex candidates in |η | < 2.4 and |z | < 400 mm for data and
the Pythia 8 MC simulation with the updated geometry model. (a), (b) The x-y view zooming-in to the
beam pipe, IPT, IBL staves and IST, and (c), (d) of the pixel detector. Some differences between the data and
the Pythia 8MC simulation, observed at the position of some of the cooling pipes in the next-to-innermost
layer (PIX1), are due to mis-modelling of the coolant fluids, as discussed in ref. [9].
of the geometry model is generally good, but an excess of candidates is observed in data at the
centremost part of the beam pipe within |z | < 40 mm. The radial distributions of the beam pipe
in different z-ranges are shown in figure 9 normalised to the rate in the beam pipe at |z | > 40 mm.
While the radial distribution is well described for |z | > 40 mm, there is a significant excess within
|z | < 40 mm, which appears to be localised to the outer surface of the beam pipe. The excess is
12% of the rate at |z | < 40 mm, corresponding to approximately NX0 = 0.03–0.04%. This excess
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Table 3. Definition of the radial regions used for comparing data to MC simulation. In the case of the
photon conversion analysis, the IPT, IBL and IST regions are always considered together, due to the limited
resolution of the approach. The corresponding z region used for the data to MC simulation comparison is
|z | < 400mm for all of the radial regions listed.
Radial Region Radial range [mm] Description
BP 22.5–26.5 beam pipe
IPT 28.5–30.0 inner positioning tube
IBL 30.0–40.0 IBL staves (for photon conversion: IPT+IBL+IST)
IST 41.5–45.0 inner support tube
PIX1 45.0–75.0 first pixel barrel layer
PIX2 83–110 second pixel barrel layer
PIX3 118–145 third pixel barrel layer
PSF 180–225 pixel support frame
PST 225–240 pixel support tube
SCT-ITE 245–265 SCT inner thermal enclosure
SCT1 276–320 first SCT barrel layer
SCT2 347–390 second SCT barrel layer
Gap1 73–83 material gap between PIX1 and PIX2
Gap2 155–185 material gap between PIX3 and PSF
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Figure 7. (a) The r-φ profile of hadronic interaction candidates at the beam pipe, fitted with a sinusoidal curve
to determine the shift of the pipe from the origin of the ATLAS coordinate system in the x-y plane. In the ratio
plot in the bottom panel, a small sinusoidal deviation in data from the fit is observed. This may be reflect a
slightmisalignment of the beampipewith respect to the z-axis, but this does not affect the result of the analysis.
(b) Comparison of the radial distribution of hadronic interaction candidates to the Epos updated geometry
model before and after the radial offset correction to the data for each barrel layerwithin 20mm < r < 45mm.
is also observed in the photon conversion case, as shown in figure 11a in the region |z | < 50mm.
Investigations of engineering records suggest that several 60-µm-thick polyimide tape layers are
missing in the simulated description of the beam pipe in the updated geometry model.
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Figure 9. Comparison between data and simulation of the r-distribution of the hadronic interaction candidates
at the beam pipe (22.5 mm < r < 26.5 mm) in different z sections. The MC simulation is normalised to the
data using the rate at |z | > 40mm. An excess is observed at the outer surface of the beampipe for |z | < 40mm.
6.4 IBL and its support tubes
For the IBL staves, the rate of hadronic interactions in the simulation with the original geometry
model is found to be significantly smaller than in the data around r ' 32mm, as shown in figure 10a.
A corresponding deficit is observed for photon conversions. Investigations clarified that some
surface-mounted components, e.g. capacitors, located on the front-end chips of the IBLmodules, are
missing in the original geometry model. As described in section 3.3, the updated geometry model
was created to resolve this issue; this gave significantly better agreement with the data. The descrip-
tion of the rate as a function of radius in 31 < r < 40mm is not perfect, but this is believed to be due to
misalignment of each stave in the data compared to the nominal design. These effects produce a few-
hundred µm of smearing, which could explain the difference between the data and the simulation.
The material composition of the IPT and IST is studied with hadronic interaction vertices. The
nominal thickness of the IPT is 0.325 mm at |z | < 311 mm. The observed thickness of the tube
in terms of the FWHM (full width at half maximum) of the peak (at r = 29 mm in figure 10a),
divided by 2.35, is 0.55 mm for the data, while it is 0.34 mm for the MC simulation, a difference
which is greater than the estimated radial resolution at the IPT radius (0.13 mm). In the updated
geometry, the density of the IPT is scaled. The agreement in the observed number of hadronic
interaction candidates in the IPT region compared between the data to the simulation with the
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updated geometry is improved. For the IST, the rate in data is approximately 16% smaller than
in the original geometry model, while the thickness in the data and simulation are similar. In the
updated geometry model, the density of the IST is also artificially scaled to give better agreement.
6.5 Outer barrel layers
The pixel barrel layers were refurbished between Run 1 and Run 2, but the material composition is
unchanged. The radial distribution of the outer barrel layers is shown in figure 10b and figure 11c.
Due to careful investigations of Run 1 data, the distribution is reasonably well described by the MC
simulation in all three layers. Nevertheless, some small deficit in theMC simulation observed around
r ' 50 mm and r ' 86 mm in the hadronic interaction result may indicate that some components
are missing from the simulated pixel modules. Furthermore, a discrepancy in the shape of the
distribution is apparent in the region of the stave and cabling structures at 58 mm < r < 72 mm and
96 mm < r < 112 mm. An excess in the MC simulation is also observed in the photon conversion
measurements in this region (see figure 11c). The material composition of the PSF, PST and SCT
barrel layers remains unchanged since Run 1. The radial distributions in this range are shown in
figures 13c and 11d, both of which exhibit good agreement. For hadronic interactions, the fraction
of background vertices in this outer region is much larger, relative to the inner layers.
6.6 Regions between pixel and SCT detectors
The track-extension efficiency Eext(η), averaged over φ, is shown in figure 12a. The distribution is
approximately constant around a value of 95% within |η | < 0.5, gradually falling towards a local
minimum of around 83% at |η | ' 1.9. The efficiency recovers to around 90% at |η | ' 2.2, and
then falls again as |η | increases further. This structure of Eext(η) reflects the distribution of material
as a function of η, as shown in figure 5. The MC simulation describes the overall structure of
the η dependence, and there is good agreement in the central region of |η | < 1. Nevertheless,
discrepancies at the level of a few percent are observed in the forward region. Figure 12b shows the
average track-extension efficiency as a function of pT, integrated over η and φ. The pT dependence
is also well described by the MC simulation, and the data points are between those of the two MC
generators, Pythia8 and Epos.
7 Measurement of material in data and MC simulation
An assessment of the accuracy of the geometry model is performed through the comparison of the
data and the MC simulation. In this section, the quantitative details of each material measurement
are described.
7.1 Hadronic interactions
The ratio of the numbers of hadronic interaction vertices in data and Epos MC simulation using
the updated geometry model, referred to as the rate ratio, is used as the primary measurement
observable. Two comparisons are presented, the first measurement is referred to as the inclusive
rate ratio, Rincli . It is determined for each radial region i listed in table 3, and defined as:
Rincli =
ndatai
SBP · ci · nMCi,total
,
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Figure 10. Comparison of the radial distribution of hadronic interaction candidates between data and
simulation (original and updated simulations) for (a) 20 mm < r < 75 mm and (b) 45 mm < r < 150 mm.
where ndatai represents the number of hadronic interaction candidates in the sample within the radial
region i. The term SBP is the normalisation factor for the MC simulation common to all the radial
regions and is derived from the rate observed at the beam pipe. The factor ci is the relative track
reconstruction efficiency correction to the MC simulation for the radial region i, which is estimated
using K0S samples. The number n
MC
i,total is the sum of all hadronic interaction candidates, including
true hadronic interactions, combinatorial fakes, in-flight decays and photon conversions. The rate
of in-flight decay background vertices is scaled by an appropriate correction factor, following the
approach in ref. [9].
The second measurement is the background-subtracted rate ratio, Rsubtri :
Rsubtri =
ndatai − SBP · ci · nMCi,BG
SBP · ci · nMCi,had
,
where nMC
i,had is the number of truth-matched hadronic interactions in the sample of candidate vertices,
and nMC
i,BG represents the other candidate vertices. For in-flight decays, n
MC
i,BG is corrected as discussed
in section 7.1.2. Since ci is related to the track reconstruction efficiency, the same correction factor
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Figure 11. Conversion vertex position distributions for Pythia 8 simulation with the updated geometry
model compared to data, including (a) the conversion vertex z-position distribution in the beam-pipe radial
region and the conversion vertex radial distributions in (b) the beam-pipe and IBL region, (c) region up to
and including the third pixel layer and (d) region between the PSF second SCT layer.
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Figure 12. Track-extension efficiency as a function of (a) η and (b) pT of the tracklets in a comparison
between data, Pythia 8 and Epos.
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is applied to both the signal and the background processes. If the geometry model description is
accurate, Rincli and R
subtr
i should be consistent with unity, while any deviation from unity, outside of
the measurement uncertainty, may be associated with an inaccuracy in the material description.
Several corrections must be applied to both the data and simulation in order to compare the
hadronic interaction rate in data with simulation in a given radial region. In this section, the
corresponding systematic uncertainties are discussed. The values of systematic uncertainties are
summarised in table 6 in section 8.
7.1.1 Corrections
Radial position of barrel layers. As discussed in section 6.2, the barrel layers in data have a finite
offset perpendicular to the z-axis. In order to compare radial distributions in data and simulation,
the positions of secondary vertices in the data are corrected by the offset in the x-y plane. Since
the classification of the radial regions is unambiguous after the offset corrections, no systematic
uncertainties are assigned to this correction.
Normalisation of rate at the beam pipe. The material in the beam pipe is the part of the
inner detector’s material which is known with the greatest accuracy. Consequently, an in situ rate
normalisation using the beam pipe is applied in this study. The geometry model description of the
beam pipe at |z | > 40 mm is assumed to be accurate to within 1% precision. The range |z | < 40 mm
is not used as a part of the reference material due to the observation of a deficit of material in the
simulation corresponding to the polyimide tape, as described in section 6.3.
Primary interaction reweighting. In order to correct the primary-vertex z-distribution in the
MC simulation, as well as the primary-particle flux, as a function of η, a reweighting correction is
applied. The track multiplicity density, as a function of the primary-vertex z-position, pT and η of
the track, is calculated. The ratio of the spectra in the data and simulation is used as a weight for
each secondary vertex. The pT of the primary particle that created the hadronic interaction vertex
cannot be directly determined due to the possible production of undetected neutral particles in
hadronic interactions. Instead, the reconstructed vertex’s vectorial sum pT is used to parameterise
the correction. The impact of primary-particle reweighting is found to change the data-to-MC
simulation rate ratio by less than 1%.
Reconstruction efficiency. The reconstruction efficiency is assumed to be qualitatively well
described in the MC simulation [21]. The correction to the reconstruction efficiency in the MC
simulation as a function of vertex radius is estimated using K0S decays as a control sample. A sample
of K0S candidates is obtained using the same selection criteria as used for hadronic interaction
candidates with an inverted K0S veto requirement. The rate of K
0
S for a given bin of K
0
S-system pT
is obtained by fitting the invariant mass spectrum around the K0S mass. For the fitting, the sum of a
double Gaussian function (for the signal) constrained to have a common mean and a linear function
(for the background) is used. The integral of the double Gaussian component is used to deduce the
background subtracted-K0S rate. The MC simulation rate is then re-weighted for each K
0
S-system
pT bin to fit to the data before comparing the rate as a function of vertex radius. Reweighting
performed as a function of the K0S-system pT is considered to give a more accurate normalisation
than simply reweighting the total rate, due to the correlation between K0S system-pT and the decay
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Figure 13. Distribution of the vertex vectorial sum of pT in hadronic interaction candidates (a) at the
beam pipe in 22.5 mm < r < 26.5 mm, and (b) at the innermost pre-existing pixel layer (PIX1) in
45 mm < r < 75 mm. (c) Radial distribution of hadronic interaction candidates in 150 mm < r < 400 mm.
Background rates are not weighted for the Epos MC simulation. (d) Distribution of the cosine of the
opening angle between two tracks in the laboratory frame cos(θop) for hadronic interaction candidates within
the material gap at 73 mm < r < 83 mm (Gap1) where fake vertices and in-flight decays are enhanced.
Background rates are not weighted for the EposMC simulation. The band shown in (a), (b) and (d) indicates
the statistical uncertainty of the MC simulation.
vertex position due to the lifetime of the K0S meson. The ratio of the data rate to the MC simulation
rate at a given radius after reweighting, 0.97–1.03 depending on radius (see figure 14a), is considered
as an estimate of the correction factor to be applied to the vertex reconstruction efficiency for the
hadronic interaction candidates in the MC simulation.
7.1.2 Description of systematic uncertainty estimation
Physics modelling of hadronic interactions. Modelling of hadronic interactions in the Geant4
simulation is a source of uncertainty in theMC simulation rate, since the acceptance and efficiency of
the secondary vertex reconstruction depend on the hadronic interaction kinematics. The model used
in the simulation, FTFP_BERT, is found to describe the kinematic properties of hadronic interactions
fairly well, and no correction is applied to the obtained rate. However, it is also observed that the
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Figure 14. (a) The estimated data-to-MC ratio of reconstruction efficiency and its uncertainty as a function
of vertex radius. (b) Radial distribution of hadronic interaction candidates at the IBL region (30 mm < r <
40 mm) for the data and the Pythia 8 MC simulation with the updated geometry model, together with the
“IBL +10%” and “IBL −10%” distorted geometry samples listed in table 1.
description is not totally accurate, and some differences are visible in particular at smaller vertex
radii. Figures 13a and 13b show vectorial sum of pT of the tracks associated with the vertex of
hadronic interaction candidates at the beam pipe and at the first layer of the pre-existing pixel
detector (PIX1) respectively. The description of the distribution of various kinematic variables
is found to be generally better at outer radii than at the IBL. The fact that agreement between
MC simulation and data for various kinematic distributions is better at outer radii is related to the
acceptance of the track reconstruction. At outer radii, the angular phase space is more collimated
due to the track reconstruction acceptance, so the kinematic distribution is less dependent on the
detailed modelling of the angular distribution of outgoing particles from hadronic interactions.
In order to assess the systematic uncertainty of the hadronic interaction rate associated with the
modelling of hadronic interactions for FTFP_BERT, a data-driven approach is taken by varying the
kinematic selection criteria. Four variables (the cosine of the opening angle between two tracks in
the laboratory frame cos(θop), vertex vectorial sum of pT, leading-track pT, and sub-leading-track
pT) are considered in order to assess the level of agreement between the data and simulation. The
degree of agreement is evaluated by comparing the data and simulation rates over the entire spectrum
to the integral over the two 50% quantiles of the distribution, where the common quantile threshold
for both data and MC simulation is calculated based on the data distribution. The simulation rate is
renormalised at the beam-pipe radius (for |z | > 40 mm) for each selection. For the beam pipe, the
variation of the data-to-MC simulation rate ratio before renormalisation is taken. The maximum
difference amongst the four kinematic variables is taken as the systematic uncertainty in the physics
modelling of the data-to-MC simulation rate ratio in the given radial region. Such a variation
is evaluated for the inclusive rate ratio and the background-subtracted rate ratio separately. The
estimated uncertainty is 5–18% depending on the radial region.
Background estimation. The purity of hadronic interactions in the sample of hadronic interaction
candidates decreases as a function of radius, as presented in table 4. The major background
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Table 4. Estimated purity of hadronic interactions for the candidate vertices in each radial region in the Epos
MC simulation. Purity values are given before correcting the background scale factors. For the definition of
radial regions, see table 3.
Radial region BP IPT IBL IST PIX1 PIX2 PIX3 PSF PST SCT-ITE SCT1 SCT2 Gap1 Gap2
Purity [%] 94 90 90 87 87 85 72 43 64 58 49 23 10 5
components are combinatorial fake vertices for smaller radii up to around the pixel support tube.
For the SCT region, contamination from in-flight decays and photon conversions is significant,
as shown in figure 13c. There is a small fraction of hadronic interactions in Gap1 (10%) and
Gap2 (5%), potentially reflecting the migration of vertices from the nearby material regions and
interactions with gases.
The uncertainty in the rate of the combinatorial fake vertices is estimated using the rate within
the two material gap regions: 73 mm < r < 83 mm (Gap1) and 155 mm < r < 185 mm (Gap2). A
pure sample of fake vertices may be found within the region cos(θop) < 0.8, as shown in figure 13d.
It is confirmed that the rate in the MC simulation agrees with the data. No additional corrections
are applied to the rate in the MC simulation for these components. The difference between the rate
of combinatorial fake vertices in Epos and Pythia 8 simulations for each radial region is taken as
an estimate of uncertainty in the scale factors.
A difference in the total rate of hadronic interaction candidates is observed in the material gap
regions mentioned above. The differences is associated with the rate of in-flight decays. To correct
for this, a scale factor for this background is calculated to bring the rate into agreement with the
data within each gap region. The estimated scale factor is 1.12 for Gap1 and 1.35 for Gap2. Since
Gap2 is closer to the region where the contamination from in-flight decays is significant, the scale
factor obtained at Gap2 is taken as the central value, and the difference between the scale factors
obtained within the two gap regions is taken as the uncertainty in the scaling of in-flight decays.
This uncertainty is dominant in regions beyond the outermost pixel layer, where the background
contamination is most significant.
Primary particle flux. The hadronic interaction vertex rate depends on the flux and species of
primary hadrons and has an associated uncertainty. This uncertainty is partially suppressed by the
in situ normalisation using the rate at the beam pipe. The residual effect of this uncertainty after
the normalisation is estimated by taking the relative difference in the rate of hadronic interaction
candidates between the Epos and Pythia 8 simulation. The size of this systematic uncertainty is
found to be negligible (less than 1%) compared to other uncertainties.
Reconstruction efficiency. The dominant uncertainty in the correction factor for the reconstruc-
tion efficiency is found to be the spectrum of primary hadrons, and its size is estimated by taking
the difference in the efficiency between the Epos and Pythia 8 simulations. The uncertainty in the
reweighting of the reconstruction efficiency is estimated from an alternative reweighting derived as
a function of both the K0S-system pT and η. The variation is relatively small compared to the event
generator dependence. The size and uncertainty of the correction is 1–6% depending on vertex
radii, as shown in figure 14a.
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Measurement closure. It is expected that the rate of reconstructed vertices in a given local region
is primarily proportional to the amount of the material in the same local region. Any effects which
deviate from this proportionality should be taken into account as another systematic uncertainty,
referred to as closure. The closure of the measurement is tested by using MC samples with
distorted geometry models and comparing the measured rates to the predictions. Any deviation
of a measurement from the predicted effect of a material change, larger than the MC simulation’s
statistical uncertainty, is considered as a systematic uncertainty. Figure 14b illustrates the variation
of the vertex rate in the IBL region (30 mm < r < 40 mm) using the IBL +10% and IBL −10%
samples. Only variations with a size greater than twice the statistical uncertainties are considered,
and for each radial region, the maximum difference among all different samples is taken as the
systematic uncertainty for non-closure of the measurement. This uncertainty is found to be 2–4%
depending on the vertex radius.
7.2 Photon conversions
Due to the relatively poor resolution of the radial position of the reconstructed conversion vertices,
the accuracy of the simulated description of the material is assessed in nine radial regions of the
ID using a dedicated template fitting procedure. The nine radial regions, as shown in table 3, are
defined at the truth level of the simulation, based on the true radial position of the conversion vertex.
The fitting procedure consists of a simultaneous binned maximum-likelihood template fit of
the reconstructed conversion radius distribution in two regions of the longitudinal position of the
conversion vertex: |z | < 50mm (referred to as the inner region) and 50 mm < |z | < 400mm
(referred to as the outer region). These two regions are treated separately, as the outer region is
used to normalise the simulated photon flux to the data at the beam-pipe radius, independently of
the inner region, which exhibits an excess of conversion candidates in the beam-pipe region. The
updated geometry and the Pythia 8MC generator are used to derive all templates.
Nine individual probability distribution functions (PDFs), based on the radial regions, are
derived from the reconstructed conversion radius distributions of the simulated samples, where the
reconstructed conversion candidate is matched to a true photon conversion. An additional template,
derived from reconstructed conversion candidates which are not matched to true photon conver-
sions, is derived to describe the background (fake) contribution to the reconstructed conversion
radius distribution. The rate of photon conversion candidates associated with each individual PDF
(including the fake conversion background contribution), denoted by the index i, is defined by:
ndatai = Ri · nMCi · S ,
where ndatai denotes the expected number of conversions modelled by the PDF, n
MC
i denotes the
raw number of photon conversion candidates from which the template is built, Ri is an individual
layer scale factor and S is a scale factor common to all of the templates (including the background
template). The parameter S is determined from the background-subtracted ratio (assuming the
purity determined from the simulation sample) of the number of reconstructed conversions in data
to the number in simulation in the region 20 mm < r < 25mm of the outer z region alone. This
parameter, S, effectively scales the photon flux of the model to match that observed in data. The
parameters of interest, Ri, are determined by the fitting procedure. They represent the “best fit”
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Figure 15. The result of the binned maximum-likelihood fit to the data sample, described in section 7.2. The
inner pixel and SCT regions are shown in (a) and (c), respectively, while the outer pixel and SCT regions are
shown in (b) and (d), respectively.
scale factors required to adjust the number of reconstructed conversions associated with each radial
region in the model (after accounting for the global flux normalisation) to match the number of
photon conversion candidates observed in data. The Ri are common to the inner and outer regions
in z, with the exception of the beam-pipe region background templates, where each of them has an
independent R parameter. The R parameter associated with the beam-pipe radial region, for the
outer z region, is fixed to unity to facilitate the photon flux normalisation, while the corresponding R
for the inner z region is freely determined in the fit. The result of the fitting is displayed in figure 15
for both the inner and outer regions. The values of systematic uncertainties are summarised in
table 7 in section 8. The background contribution is obtained directly in the fit to data and systematic
uncertainties in the modelling of the background beyond those discussed later in this section are
considered negligible. The fit result in the PSF and PST radial regions for |z | < 50mm, shown in
figure 15c, exhibits a local excess in theMC simulation of around 20%with respect to the data. This
effect is due to material structures localised within |z | < 40mm which induce a conversion rate,
relative to the region 40mm < |z | < 400mm, which is larger in the simulation than that observed in
data. Such a local effect cannot be accommodated by the fit model since only a single Ri parameter
is considered for the PSF and PST across the full |z | region studied.
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7.2.1 Corrections
Several corrections are applied to the simulation in order to reliably compare the photon conversion
rates in data and simulation. The corrections described are applied to the photon-conversion
candidates used to build the template distributions described in section 7.2.
Primary interaction reweighting. Weights are assigned to photon-conversion candidates recon-
structed within the simulation samples to account for small differences between the characteristics
of events in data and simulation. These weights are constructed such that the primary vertex z
position and track multiplicity distributions in the simulation samples match the corresponding
distributions in the data sample.
Radial position of barrel layers. As discussed in section 6.2, the axis of each cylindrical layer
of the beam pipe, IBL, pixel barrel layers and other support tubes in data has a non-zero offset from
the origin perpendicular to the z-axis of the ATLAS coordinate system. This effect is not present
in the simulation samples. The conversion vertices reconstructed in the simulation are offset by
a small additive correction. The corrections are derived from the shifts observed in the hadronic
interactions analysis, described in section 6.2. The magnitude of the correction is determined based
on the true conversion vertex position and applied to the reconstructed conversion vertex position.
7.2.2 Systematic uncertainties
Photon flux normalisation. Several sources of systematic uncertainty in the measured values of
the Ri parameters are considered in the following paragraphs. The uncertainty in the scale parameter
S, described in section 7.2, is estimated to be 2.6% and is associated with the statistical uncertainty
in the number of photon conversion candidates reconstructed in the data and simulation, which are
used to determine the value of the parameter S. The fit is repeated with the parameter S varied by
±1σ, and the average change in the Ri parameters is used to estimate the uncertainty associated
with the simulated photon flux normalisation. This uncertainty, statistical in nature, is summed
in quadrature for each Ri, with the statistical uncertainty returned by the fitting procedure used to
derive an overall statistical uncertainty in the measured values of the Ri.
Modelling of primary photon flux. The photon conversion reconstruction efficiency and the
photon conversion probability depend upon the kinematic properties of the primary photon flux.
In particular, the photon conversion reconstruction efficiency depends strongly on the transverse
momentum of the incident photon. In order to estimate the systematic uncertainty associated with
the modelling of the primary photon flux by the Pythia 8 generator, the analysis is repeated with
the Epos simulation sample in place of data. This is motivated by the different pγT and η
γ spectra
predicted by the two MC generators. The average change in the Ri parameters outside of the
statistical uncertainty is used to estimate the systematic uncertainty associated with the modelling
of the primary photon flux by the Pythia 8 generator.
Simulated description of photon conversion reconstruction efficiency. The reconstruction effi-
ciency directly affects the number of reconstructed photon conversions. Limitations in the accuracy
of the ATLAS detector simulation can lead to differences in the photon conversion reconstruction
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efficiency between data and simulation. Potential differences in the behaviour of the photon conver-
sion reconstruction efficiency between data and simulation would manifest themselves as changes
in the relative number of conversions reconstructed in the two samples as the selection criteria are
varied. To estimate the effects of these potential differences, the fit procedure is repeated for each
of the following variations in the selection criteria described in section 5.3.2:
• the reconstructed conversion vertex satisfies: χ2/Ndof < 0.33, 0.33 < χ2/Ndof < 0.66 or
0.66 < χ2/Ndof < 1.00;
• the reconstructed photon conversion pγT satisfies: 0.5 GeV < p
γ
T < 1 GeV, 1 GeV < p
γ
T <
1.5 GeV or pγT > 1.5 GeV.
These variations are chosen as they induce large changes in the photon conversion reconstruction
efficiency, as a function of vertex position, with respect to the nominal selection.
The standard deviation of the variations in the Ri obtained from the ensemble of six alternative
fits from the nominal value is used to estimate the systematic uncertainty in the measured value of
each Ri associated with the simulated description of photon conversion reconstruction efficiency.
The statistical contribution to the estimate of this uncertainty (associated with splitting the samples
into subsets) is expected to be less than 1% and is neglected.
Measurement closure. To validate the performance of the method described in section 7.2, a
number of tests were performed in which data was replaced with simulated samples generated by the
Pythia 8 generator but simulated with modified detector geometries, shown in table 1. The average
change in the Ri parameters from their expected values, outside of the statistical uncertainty, is used
to estimate the systematic uncertainty associated with any residual bias in the fitting procedure.
This approach leads to the assignment of a systematic uncertainty of 3%, common to all Ri.
7.3 Track-extension efficiency
The difference in the number of nuclear interaction lengths between the real detector and the
geometry model, ∆NData−MCλI , results in a difference in the track-extension efficiency between data
and simulation, ∆EData−MCext (η). This relation can be expressed as:
∆EData−MCext (η) ' −K(η) · ∆NData−MCλI (η), (7.1)
where K(η) is a scale factor. The sensitivity of this method is proportional to the amount of
material along the track’s path but it is unable to identify accurately the radial position of the
material. The factor K(η) accounts for the algorithmic reconstruction efficiency of the combined
track as well as the fact that the tracklets arise from not only a sample of stable hadrons, but also
contain contributions from weakly decaying hadrons and fake tracks. It is necessary to establish
the appropriate value of K(η) to calculate the difference in the material.
The fraction of particles that remain on average after travelling through NλI of material is given
by:
f (NλI ) = e−NλI .
Assuming the only loss is from interactions with the material and considering all the material
located between the pixel and SCT detectors, then f (NλI ) = Eext. Thus, in the presence of any
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additional passivematerial (∆NλI ) sufficiently thin ( 1), the difference in track-extension efficiency
between the nominal (nom) geometry and in the modified (mod) geometry can be expressed as:
∆Emod−nomext = f (NλI ,0 + ∆NλI ) − f (NλI ,0)
' − f (NλI ,0) · ∆Nλ
= −Enomext · ∆Nλ, (7.2)
where NλI ,0 is the nominal material. By comparing eq. (7.1) with eq. (7.2), it is clear that
K(η) ≈ Enomext . This means that the change in material is approximatively equal to the normalised
difference in track-extension efficiency between the two geometries (∆Emod−nomext norm ):
∆Nmod−nomλI ≈ −∆Emod−nomext norm . (7.3)
To verify the value of K(η), a set of MC simulation samples where the material in the pixel
service region is modified was created (see table 1). The relation is shown in figure 17, and
any deviation from the expected dependence is taken as a systematic uncertainty. The values of
systematic uncertainties are summarised in table 8 in section 8.
7.3.1 Systematic uncertainties
Particle composition. As the tracklets used in the measurement of Eext originate from a variety
of particles, the final Eext is actually the weighted sum of the Eext for all particles:
Eext =
∑
i=species
fi Eiext ,
where fi is the fraction of reconstructed tracklets associated with a particular particle species and
Eiext is its associated track-extension efficiency.
The probability that a particle interacts with matter, and hence its Eext, depends on the species
of the particle. In addition, in-flight decays of short-lived charged hadrons, e.g. weakly decaying
strange baryons, represent a source of irreducible background to the Eext measurement as they
exhibit an experimental signature identical to stable particles (e.g. pions) interacting with matter.
Both of these effects give rise to a dependence of the Eext measurement on the particle composition
in the simulation.
Considerable differences in the predicted rate of particles between various event generators are
observed. For example, the predicted cross-section of weakly decaying strange baryons in Epos is
twice that of Pythia 8 [21]. As such, the impact of the particle composition on the measurement
of Eext needs to be evaluated in data or estimated from simulation.
Both the particle composition and the material interaction probability vary as a function of
hadron pT and η. If there were a perfect description of the particle composition and material
interactions in the simulation, no difference in the relative change of the Eext between data and
simulation would be observed when varying the pT range used to perform the measurement.
However, notable deficiencies in the modelling are present in all MC generators, such as the fraction
of short-lived charged hadrons as a function pT and thus the distribution of their decay length. To
estimate the impact of these potential discrepancies on the measurement, the relative change in Eext
evaluated in data with respect to simulation (Pythia 8) is measured in four regions of pT within
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Table 5. The ranges ([min, max]) of the difference between the track-extension efficiency measured in
data and in simulation as a function of η, ∆EData−MCext (η), together with the related uncertainties. The total
uncertainty is the sum in quadrature of the statistical unceratinty, Stat., the particle composition, Syst.(particle
comp.), and fake systematic, Syst.(fake), uncertainties. Other sources of uncertainties, Syst.(others), with an
effect below 0.01% are neglected.
Summary of ∆EData−MCext (η) and related uncertainties [×10−2]
∆EData−MCext (η) Stat. Syst.(particle comp.) Syst.(fake) Syst.(others) Total uncertainty
[−3, 1] [0.05, 0.10] 0.54 [0.02, 0.14] < 0.01 [0.54, 0.57]
the range 0.5 GeV < pT < 5 GeV. The maximum variation from the inclusive value is used to
estimate a systematic uncertainty of 0.50%. Furthermore, the difference in Eext(η), integrated over
pT, between the Epos and Pythia 8 simulations, as shown in figure 12a, reaches a maximum of
0.21% and it is treated as a systematic uncertainty. To encompass both of these effects, a systematic
uncertainty of 0.54%, the sum in quadrature of 0.50% and 0.21%, is applied in each η bin.
Fake tracklets. Fake tracklets are another source of bias in the measurement of Eext. In all simu-
lated samples, the fraction of fake tracklets is less than 0.3%. To estimate the uncertainty inEext asso-
ciatedwith fake tracklets, a variation of±50% of the fake tracklet rate is considered, as recommended
in ref. [29], and the corresponding variation of Eext(η) is assigned as an uncertainty for each η bin.
Other sources. Many other aspects which may potentially contribute to the uncertainty on the
track extension efficiency were investigated and found to be negligible (< 0.01%). These include
the differences in the physics list in the Geant4 simulation, hit efficiency in the pixel and SCT
detectors, passive material between the first and second layer of the SCT detector, and residual
misalignment between the pixel and SCT detectors. Furthermore, adjusting the requirement on the
minimum number of hits shared between the tracklet and selected combined track was also found
to have a negligible effect on the final measurement.
The difference in Eext between the data and the Pythia 8 simulation as a function of η,
∆EData−MCext (η), together with the associated statistical and systematic uncertainties, is summarised
in table 5 and figure 16.
Calibration procedure. The amount of material associated with nuclear interactions for each
η bin, NλI (η), is established from the difference between the original geometry model and the
modified geometry models, namely the sample with the density of the material in the pixel service
region scaled up by 50% (pixel service + 50%) and the three samples with rings of passive material
added between the pixel and the SCT detectors (ring layout 1, 2 and 3).
For each geometry model, NλI is calculated by integrating the material along the path of a
virtual neutral non-interacting particle, referred to as a geantino in the Geant4 simulation. The
difference between the two geometry models is taken as the contribution of the weighted material
in the pixel service region.
For the geantino-based calibration to be accurate, the path travelled by the geantinosmust match
that of the particles used in the measurement. As such, the distribution of geantino production
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Figure 16. The difference between the track-extension efficiency measured in data and in simulation as
a function of η, ∆EData−MCext (η), is shown together with the statistical and total uncertainties. The total
uncertainty includes the uncertainty from fake tracklets, the uncertainty from the particle composition and
pT-dependence, and the statistical uncertainty; these are all summed in quadrature. The particle composition
uncertainty overwhelmingly dominates the total uncertainty.
locations in z should match the distribution of zvtx observed in data. Thus, the z-distribution of the
geantinos is re-weighted to match the zvtx-distribution observed in the data.
The track-extension efficiency is affected by the radial position and orientation of material in the
detector. The dependence on the location and orientation of the material can be simply explained:
if the missing material is located nearer to the first layer of the SCT there is a higher probability
that one of the secondary particles arising from hadronic interactions produces a hit in the SCT
compatible with the tracklet and thus considered as an extension. This artificial increase of the track-
extension efficiency is highly suppressed by requiring four SCT hits (which correspond to hits on at
least two layers of the SCT detector) on the combined track. As described in section 3.3, a series of
detector geometries were created in which an additional ring of passive material was added to the
detector at different radii covering 2.2 < |η | < 2.3. Simulated samples were created based on these
geometries and the track-extension efficiency per unit of material was calculated. The variation in
this quantity is shown in figure 17. This variation is constrained by an envelope described by the
equation ±(0.004 + 0.04 · ∆Nmod−nomλI ). The value calculated as 0.004 + 0.04 · ∆NData−MCλI is taken
as an additional systematic uncertainty in the final results, as detailed in table 8.
The difference in Eext between the data and the Pythia 8 simulation as a function of η is
translated to an amount of material using eq. (7.3) and is shown in figure 21. It can be observed
that the main sources of systematic uncertainty are the uncertainties related to particle composition,
which have an impact on the track-extension efficiency, and the uncertainties arising from the
calibration procedure, which affect directly the final measurements of ∆NData−MCλI .
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Figure 17. The sum of ∆Emod−nomext norm (normalised track-extension efficiency in the nominal geometry and in
the modified geometries) and ∆Nmod−nomλI (number of nuclear interaction lengths in the nominal geometry
and in the modified geometries). A modified geometry results in different values of ∆Nmod−nomλI over several
η bins. The solid red lines are envelopes described by the curves ±(0.004 + 0.04 · ∆Nmod−nomλI ).
8 Results and discussion
8.1 Transverse impact parameter resolution
In this analysis, the transverse impact parameter, d0, of a track is calculated with respect to the
primary vertex position of the event. The visible d0-resolution, σvisd0 , is calculated for each pT-η
slice by fitting a Gaussian function to the core part of the d0-distribution. However, σvisd0 is smeared
by the position resolution of the primary vertex reconstruction, σPV. In order to remove this effect,
an iterative unfolding is applied. At the i-th iteration, the d0 is varied by a factor σˆ(i)d0 /(σˆ
(i)
d0
⊕ σPV),
where σˆ(i)
d0
is the estimator of σd0 in the i-th iteration. For the first iteration, σvisd0 is used as the
estimator. The iteration is repeated typically two or three times before σˆ(i)
d0
converges upon a
stable value. A full description of the methodology and validation is found in ref. [32]. For the
MC simulation, the true primary vertex position is used and the unfolding is not applied. The
self-consistency of the method was explicitly checked with MC simulation.
Results of the rate ratio measurements using hadronic interaction vertices for 11 radial regions
are presented in table 6 and figure 18a. With the exception of the SCT-ITE, the background
subtracted rate ratio measurements remain within 1.00±0.17 for all of the radial sections, spanning
the cylindrical region r < 320mm and |z | < 400mm. The total uncertainty is dominated by
systematic uncertainties. For the radial region up to and including the IST, the major source of
systematic uncertainty is physics modelling of hadronic interactions. At larger radii, the background
uncertainty becomes significant as the purity of the hadronic interaction decreases. The total
measurement uncertainty for the background-subtracted comparison is estimated to be 7–13% for
the inner radial regions from the beam pipe up to the PIX3, and 22–42% for outer radial regions from
the PSF to the SCT1. The large variation in the size of the uncertainty between the radial regions
arises mainly from variations in the purity of the reconstructed hadronic interaction candidates. The
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uncertainty in the background rate is enhanced at the PSF and outer layers. The uncertainty of the
physics modelling is smaller in the IPT-PIX2 regions relative to the beam pipe, reflecting the large
correlation in the values of the rate ratio resulting from changes associated with the selection criteria
used in the uncertainty evaluation. The beam-pipe data/MC ratio is not unity due to the presence
of the excess within |z | < 40 mm, which is excluded from the normalisation. The results obtained
from the background-inclusive rate ratio, Rincli , for layers unchanged since Run 1 (PIX1-PIX3 and
SCT1) are consistent with the previous analyses presented in refs. [9, 10].
Figure 18b shows the measurement of the photon conversion rate in data with respect to simu-
lation, as also shown in table 7. The values of the R parameters remain within 1.00± 0.17 for all of
the radial sections, spanning the cylindrical region r < 320mm and |z | < 400mm. Good agreement
between data and simulation is observed for the IBL region and the first SCT layer. An excess in
the observed conversion rate in data with respect to simulation of around 10–15% is observed in the
beam-pipe region. The cause of this excess, also observed with hadronic interactions, is interpreted
as a localised region of material missing from the updated geometry. The largest deviations in the
measured R parameters from unity are observed in all three original pixel layers, which exhibit a
systematic deficit in the conversion rate of 10–12% compared to that predicted by the simulation.
Differences in the material content of one detector layer between data and simulation would
also affect the relative hadronic interaction and photon conversion rates observed at all downstream
layers due to a modification of the hadron/photon flux incident on all downstream layers. This effect
was studied and found to affect the measurements at a level far below the systematic uncertainties
associated with both the hadronic interaction and photon conversion measurements and no explicit
corrections are applied. Figure 19 shows both the hadronic interaction and photon conversion
measurements. While sensitive to slightly different properties of the ID material (the nuclear
interaction and radiation lengths), the two measurements are compatible.
As a further qualitative cross-check, the transverse impact parameter resolution in the cen-
tremost barrel region in |η | < 0.5 is compared between data and the simulation using different
geometry models. Figure 20 shows a comparison of the original and updated geometry models
to the data: the updated geometry model provides better agreement with the data at pT < 1 GeV,
where multiple scattering by material dominates. The deviation of the data from the simulation
at pT > 1 GeV is believed to be related to effects other than multiple scattering, e.g. detector
misalignment. This gives an independent qualitative cross-check of the validity of the updated
geometry model in the barrel region.
The results of the track extension efficiency method, shown in figure 21 and table 8, exhibit,
within the uncertainties, good agreement between data and simulation in the pseudorapidity region
|η | < 1. The geometry model of the pixel services in this region was highly optimised for Run 1
and no major changes occurred between Run 1 and Run 2. For the forward region, ∆NData−MCλI (η)
is greater than zero for 1.4 < |η | < 1.5, 1.8 < |η | < 2.0 and 2.3 < |η | < 2.5. This indicates
some missing material in the corresponding regions of the geometry model. The maximum of
∆NData−MCλI of (3.7± 0.9)% is observed at 2.3 < |η | < 2.4. This corresponds to approximately 10%
more material in the pixel service region at the corresponding location in η.
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Figure 18. Comparison of the rate ratio, denoted R, between data and MC simulation for (a) hadronic
interactions and (b) photon conversions using the updated geometry model. The hadronic interaction results
are shown after background subtraction. The systematic uncertainties for each radial section are also shown.
The components of the uncertainty in (a) and (b) are the same as those listed in tables 6 and 7, respectively.
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Figure 19. Comparison of the rate ratio, denoted R, between data and MC simulation, for hadronic
interactions and photon conversions as a function of radius. The horizontal range of each marker represents
the radial range of vertices used in eachmeasurement, while the vertical range represents the total uncertainty.
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Table 6. Hadronic interaction rate ratio of data with respect the Epos MC simulation using the updated
geometry model for different radial sections. Syst.(model) is the uncertainty of the physics modelling of
hadronic interactions, Syst.(flux & bkg.) is the primary particle flux uncertainty and the uncertainty of the
fakes and decays backgrounds, Syst.(eff.) is the systematic uncertainty of track reconstruction efficiency, and
Syst.(closure) is the uncertainty of the closure of the measurement. The total uncertainty is calculated from
the sum in quadrature of the statistical and systematic uncertainties.
Hadronic interaction inclusive rate ratio: Rincl
i
Radial region Value Stat.(data) Stat.(MC) Syst.(model) Sys(flux & bkg.) Syst.(eff.) Syst.(closure) Total uncertainty
BP 1.04 ±0.00 ±0.01 ±0.09 ±0.01 ±0.02 ±0.03 ±0.10
IPT 1.16 ±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.05 ±0.01 ±0.03 ±0.04 ±0.07
IBL 1.10 ±0.00 ±0.01 ±0.07 ±0.02 ±0.03 ±0.04 ±0.09
IST 0.96 ±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.07 ±0.01 ±0.03 ±0.03 ±0.08
PIX1 0.99 ±0.00 ±0.01 ±0.08 ±0.02 ±0.01 ±0.03 ±0.09
PIX2 0.96 ±0.00 ±0.01 ±0.07 ±0.02 ±0.02 ±0.03 ±0.08
PIX3 1.00 ±0.00 ±0.01 ±0.10 ±0.03 ±0.01 ±0.03 ±0.11
PSF 1.03 ±0.01 ±0.03 ±0.12 ±0.11 ±0.02 ±0.03 ±0.17
PST 1.06 ±0.02 ±0.05 ±0.14 ±0.09 ±0.02 ±0.03 ±0.17
SCT-ITE 0.89 ±0.02 ±0.05 ±0.07 ±0.09 ±0.01 ±0.03 ±0.13
SCT1 1.04 ±0.01 ±0.04 ±0.11 ±0.07 ±0.02 ±0.03 ±0.14
Hadronic interaction background-subtracted rate ratio: Rsubtr
i
Radial region Value Stat.(data) Stat.(MC) Syst.(model) Syst.(flux & bkg.) Syst.(eff.) Syst.(closure) Total uncertainty
BP 1.04 ±0.00 ±0.01 ±0.10 ±0.01 ±0.02 ±0.03 ±0.10
IPT 1.17 ±0.01 ±0.02 ±0.05 ±0.01 ±0.03 ±0.04 ±0.07
IBL 1.11 ±0.00 ±0.01 ±0.07 ±0.02 ±0.04 ±0.04 ±0.09
IST 0.95 ±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.07 ±0.01 ±0.03 ±0.03 ±0.08
PIX1 0.98 ±0.00 ±0.01 ±0.09 ±0.02 ±0.01 ±0.03 ±0.09
PIX2 0.95 ±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.07 ±0.02 ±0.02 ±0.03 ±0.08
PIX3 1.00 ±0.01 ±0.02 ±0.11 ±0.05 ±0.02 ±0.03 ±0.13
PSF 1.10 ±0.03 ±0.10 ±0.18 ±0.36 ±0.06 ±0.04 ±0.42
PST 1.10 ±0.03 ±0.10 ±0.13 ±0.15 ±0.03 ±0.04 ±0.23
SCT-ITE 0.71 ±0.04 ±0.11 ±0.13 ±0.27 ±0.03 ±0.02 ±0.31
SCT1 1.09 ±0.03 ±0.09 ±0.13 ±0.16 ±0.03 ±0.04 ±0.22
Table 7. Photon conversion rate ratio and associated uncertainties in data measured with respect to simulation
with the updated geometry. Measurements are presented in nine radial regions of the detector in the cylindrical
region r < 325mm and |z | < 400mm. Stat.(data & MC) is the statistical and normalisation uncertainty,
Syst.(eff.) is the systematic uncertainty associated with the reconstruction efficiency, Syst.(MC gen.) is
the systematic uncertainty associated with the choice of MC Generator and Syst.(closure) is the systematic
uncertainty associated with the closure of the measurement. The total uncertainty is calculated from the sum
in quadrature of the statistical and systematic uncertainties.
Photon conversion rate ratio: Ri
Radial region Value Stat.(data & MC) Syst.(MC gen.) Syst.(eff.) Syst.(closure) Syst.(total) Total uncertainty
BP 1.15 ±0.03 ±0.05 ±0.04 ±0.03 ±0.08 ±0.08
IBL 1.05 ±0.03 ±0.05 ±0.04 ±0.03 ±0.07 ±0.08
PIX1 0.90 ±0.02 ±0.05 ±0.03 ±0.03 ±0.07 ±0.07
PIX2 0.88 ±0.02 ±0.05 ±0.03 ±0.03 ±0.07 ±0.07
PIX3 0.89 ±0.02 ±0.05 ±0.05 ±0.03 ±0.08 ±0.08
PSF 1.06 ±0.04 ±0.05 ±0.17 ±0.03 ±0.18 ±0.18
PST 1.17 ±0.04 ±0.05 ±0.09 ±0.03 ±0.11 ±0.12
SCT-ITE 0.93 ±0.05 ±0.05 ±0.11 ±0.03 ±0.13 ±0.14
SCT1 1.00 ±0.03 ±0.05 ±0.08 ±0.03 ±0.10 ±0.11
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Figure 21. The excess amount of material between the pixel and SCT detector associated with nuclear
interactions in data, ∆NData−MCλI , based on the track-extension efficiency measurement. The uncertainties
shown include the uncertainty from fake pixel-tracklets, the uncertainty from the particle composition and
pT-dependence, the uncertainty from the material location and the statistical uncertainties.
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Table 8. Excess amount of material associated with nuclear interactions in data compared to simulation,
∆NData−MCλI , derived from the track-extension efficiency as a function of η together with the uncertainties.
Syst.(particle comp.) is the systematic uncertainty related to particle composition, Syst.(fake) is the uncer-
tainty of the fake rate and Syst.(calibration) is the uncertainty associated with the calibration procedure. The
total uncertainty is the sum in quadrature of the statistical and systematic components. The measurements
are labelled by their bin centre in η.
η
Excess amount of material in data: ∆NData−MC
λI
[%]
Value Stat. Syst.(particle comp.) Syst.(fake) Syst.(calibration) Total uncertainty
−2.45 1.81 ±0.14 ±0.68 ±0.18 ±0.47 ±0.86
−2.35 3.45 ±0.11 ±0.64 ±0.15 ±0.54 ±0.85
−2.25 2.07 ±0.09 ±0.61 ±0.14 ±0.48 ±0.79
−2.15 0.02 ±0.09 ±0.61 ±0.12 ±0.40 ±0.74
−2.05 −0.51 ±0.10 ±0.61 ±0.10 ±0.42 ±0.76
−1.95 1.34 ±0.11 ±0.62 ±0.06 ±0.45 ±0.78
−1.85 1.47 ±0.11 ±0.64 ±0.08 ±0.46 ±0.80
−1.75 −0.34 ±0.10 ±0.63 ±0.08 ±0.41 ±0.77
−1.65 −0.60 ±0.10 ±0.63 ±0.05 ±0.42 ±0.76
−1.55 −0.93 ±0.10 ±0.63 ±0.05 ±0.44 ±0.77
−1.45 1.75 ±0.09 ±0.60 ±0.04 ±0.47 ±0.77
−1.35 −0.49 ±0.08 ±0.60 ±0.05 ±0.42 ±0.73
−1.25 0.25 ±0.07 ±0.59 ±0.04 ±0.41 ±0.72
−1.15 −0.77 ±0.07 ±0.59 ±0.03 ±0.43 ±0.74
−1.05 −0.06 ±0.06 ±0.58 ±0.03 ±0.40 ±0.71
−0.95 −0.17 ±0.07 ±0.58 ±0.03 ±0.41 ±0.71
−0.85 0.05 ±0.06 ±0.57 ±0.03 ±0.40 ±0.70
−0.75 −0.05 ±0.06 ±0.57 ±0.03 ±0.40 ±0.70
−0.65 −0.30 ±0.06 ±0.58 ±0.02 ±0.41 ±0.71
−0.55 −0.18 ±0.06 ±0.57 ±0.03 ±0.41 ±0.70
−0.45 −0.09 ±0.05 ±0.57 ±0.03 ±0.40 ±0.70
−0.35 0.01 ±0.06 ±0.57 ±0.03 ±0.40 ±0.70
−0.25 −0.30 ±0.07 ±0.57 ±0.03 ±0.41 ±0.71
−0.15 −0.39 ±0.06 ±0.57 ±0.03 ±0.42 ±0.71
−0.05 −0.39 ±0.06 ±0.57 ±0.03 ±0.42 ±0.71
0.05 0.08 ±0.06 ±0.57 ±0.03 ±0.40 ±0.70
0.15 −0.45 ±0.07 ±0.58 ±0.03 ±0.42 ±0.72
0.25 0.11 ±0.06 ±0.57 ±0.03 ±0.40 ±0.70
0.35 −0.00 ±0.05 ±0.56 ±0.03 ±0.40 ±0.69
0.45 −0.21 ±0.06 ±0.57 ±0.03 ±0.41 ±0.70
0.55 −0.32 ±0.06 ±0.58 ±0.03 ±0.41 ±0.71
0.65 −0.07 ±0.06 ±0.57 ±0.03 ±0.40 ±0.70
0.75 −0.27 ±0.06 ±0.57 ±0.03 ±0.41 ±0.71
0.85 −0.12 ±0.07 ±0.58 ±0.02 ±0.40 ±0.71
0.95 −0.09 ±0.07 ±0.58 ±0.03 ±0.40 ±0.71
1.05 −0.01 ±0.06 ±0.58 ±0.04 ±0.40 ±0.71
1.15 −0.41 ±0.07 ±0.59 ±0.04 ±0.42 ±0.73
1.25 −0.53 ±0.07 ±0.59 ±0.03 ±0.42 ±0.73
1.35 0.08 ±0.08 ±0.60 ±0.04 ±0.40 ±0.73
1.45 1.68 ±0.09 ±0.60 ±0.04 ±0.47 ±0.77
1.55 −1.07 ±0.10 ±0.63 ±0.06 ±0.44 ±0.78
1.65 −0.65 ±0.10 ±0.63 ±0.05 ±0.43 ±0.77
1.75 0.56 ±0.10 ±0.63 ±0.07 ±0.42 ±0.77
1.85 1.49 ±0.11 ±0.64 ±0.07 ±0.46 ±0.80
1.95 0.68 ±0.11 ±0.62 ±0.08 ±0.43 ±0.76
2.05 0.01 ±0.09 ±0.61 ±0.10 ±0.40 ±0.74
2.15 0.09 ±0.09 ±0.60 ±0.13 ±0.40 ±0.74
2.25 1.95 ±0.09 ±0.61 ±0.14 ±0.48 ±0.79
2.35 3.69 ±0.11 ±0.64 ±0.16 ±0.55 ±0.86
2.45 1.87 ±0.14 ±0.68 ±0.18 ±0.47 ±0.86
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9 Conclusion
A good description of the distribution of material in the inner detector is crucial for understanding
the performance of track reconstruction within ATLAS. Three complementary techniques, hadronic
interaction and photon conversion vertex reconstruction together with an estimation using the track-
extension efficiency, are applied to measure the inner detector’s material using around 2.0 nb−1 of
low-luminosity
√
s = 13 TeV pp collisions at the LHC. While the first two methods probe the barrel
region of the inner detector, in particular the new detector components installed in Run 2 (the beam
pipe, the IBL and the supporting tubes of IPT and IST), the track-extension efficiency method has
sensitivity also in the forward η region of 1.0 < |η | < 2.5, in which most of the refurbished pixel
services reside.
The description of the geometry model was examined in detail both in radial and longitudinal
distributions of the rate of reconstructed hadronic interaction and photon conversion vertices. In
the central barrel region, a significant amount of missing material in the IBL front-end electronics
for the flex bus, surface-mounted devices on the front-end chips and the IPT and IST was identified
in the original geometry model (the geometry model used for ATLAS MC simulation in 2015).
The updated geometry model, which was created to resolve the above discrepancies, provides
a much better description. The beam pipe is found to be very accurately described except the
centremost region of |z | < 40 mm. The simulated material in the IBL within the updated geometry
model is found to be consistent with that in observed data, within the less than 10% uncertainties
of the hadronic interaction and conversion measurements. The existing pixel barrel layers are
found to be described well, and the results from the analyses using the hadronic interactions and
photon conversions agree within the systematic uncertainties. This result confirms the results of
the previous hadronic interaction analysis using the Run 1 data set.
While sensitive to slightly different material properties and z regions of the detector, both
the hadronic interactions and photon conversions provide a consistent understanding of the barrel
detector material. The updated geometry model provides reasonable agreement with the data
in the ratio of the rate measurements of hadronic interactions and photon conversions within
the uncertainties of the measurements. The measured rates of photon conversions and hadronic
interactions reconstructed in data are found to agree to within 7%–18% with those predicted by
simulation, based on the updated geometry model, out to the outer envelope of the pixel detector.
This is also supported by a study of the transverse impact parameter resolution below pT = 1 GeV,
where the multiple scattering is dominant.
In the forward region, the material in the pixel service region is found to be underestimated in
the geometry model by up to ∆NλI = (3.7 ± 0.9)% at some values of η. This corresponds roughly
to 10% of the material in the pixel services in the corresponding regions.
The results of these studies have been taken into account in an improved description of the
material in the ATLAS inner detector simulation, to be used in future analyses.
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